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1 - Take 1

Black Rose (BR)-chan

Disclaimer- BR-chan: Sadly, I do not own Yu Yu Hakusho or any of its characters, they are all property
of Yoshihiro Togashi, but I sure wish I did! Iâ€™d hug them all to pieces!

Kuwabara: I wouldnt mind if youd hug me! ^^

BR-chan: Heh, you might change your mind after the interview

BR-chan: Ohayo gozaimasu, everybody, welcome to my Yu Yu Hakusho interview! Lets cut to the
chase¦ I hope all you guys are ready!
Yusuke: Sure, whatever, so, what are we gettin outta this again?
BR-chan: Erm...a new perspective of all your friends lives. (Heh heh)
Hiei: Whats that supposed to mean?
BR-chan: Dont worry, Hiei, its probably not going to be targeted towards you
Kuwabara: Then whos it gonna be targeted?
BR-chan: OK we are starting! Kurama, the first question is for you!
Kurama: Alright.
BR-chan: So tell me, how did you manage to snatch such a sexy Ningen body when you were
reincarnated, so to speak?
Kurama: I, er, didnt really have a choice?
BR-chan: That makes sense. you would have been sexy either way, right?
*long embarrassing silence on Kuramas part*
BR-chan: Well, erm, never mind that question then! Lets move on!
Kuwabara: What about me? I can answer that question about myself!
BR-chan: Yea, like anyone cares...
Yusuke: *sniggers*
Kuwabara: Shut up, Urameshi...
Yusuke: Make me!
Kurama: *sighs* not again...
BR-chan: Sheesh, I should have expected this interview to go wrong, with you two children over there!
Yusuke and Kuwabara: *cease arguing*
BR-chan: Thats better! ^^ Now lets continue! Hiei, what did you do at the end of the series when Mukuro
said you could leave? All you said was that it was your personal matter.
Hiei: Ningenkai is boring. Id much rather prefer my tree.
BR-chan: Aw, thats so cute! *attempts to hug Hiei*
Hiei: *flares up youki and sends BR-chan sprawling* Stay away from me.
BR-chan: Wow, pretty lights o.O
Yusuke: Hey BR..hey...hellooo?



Hiei: Dont expect to get her up for at least 2 hours *smirks*
Kuwabara: Awesome! Lets go raid her fridge! *runs away*
Yusuke: Hey, wait for me! *follows Kuwabara*
Kurama: Well, a good time to catch up on my novel...



2 - Take 2

BR-chan: *grumbles* Damn, Im too straightforward with hugging bishies now all my foods gone -_-;;
Kuwabara: Ugh, you had some good food in there! *holds stomach and groans*
BR-chan: Argh, can we just continue? This is a question for all of you to answer. What are your goals in
life?
Yusuke: To hit 80 on the Turnpike *sighs longingly*
BR-chan: Do you even have your drivers license yet?
Yusuke: Heh, what they dont know wont hurt em!
BR-chan: *rolls eyes*
Kuwabara: Well, my goal is to beat Urameshi at everything!
Kurama: To find someone just for me.
BR-chan: Kurama, you silly fox...I could have solved that problem for you! *winks*
Kurama: *blushes*
BR-chan: Well, what about you, Hiei?
Hiei: Hn. I have no goals for my life.
BR-chan: Meaning you already accomplished them? Come on, I know you have a purpose in life now,
too!
Kuwabara: Oh, he does? Really?
Hiei: I say its better to have ones that can be accomplished than ones that belong a guy who can never
achieve his.
Kuwabara: Oh man shorty you are SO dead when I catch you! *tries to chase Hiei around the room
unsuccessfully*
Hiei: How pathetic..you cant keep up with someone who doesnt have a purpose in life!
Yusuke: *leans back in chair* Take a break, BR, its always fun to watch a Kuwabara-Hiei brawl...you
always know who wins!
BR-chan: This is hopeless! I need some coffee or something! I dont even drink coffee!



3 - Take 3

Yusuke: Hey, BR, can you pass the coffee this way? I didnt think wed be here all night!
BR-chan: *throws coffee pot at Yusukes head* Oh, shut up, if a big orange-haired oaf didnt cause so
much trouble around here...
Kuwabara: What?! You just blame me for everything!
BR-chan: Well, you do start all the trouble. *sips coffee innocently*
Kuwabara: *stares hatefully at Yusuke and Hiei*
BR-chan: Alright, heres a question that I really need the answer to...what are your guys opinions on
yaoi?
Kurama: It makes me uncomfortable...
Hiei: Disgusting.
Yusuke: o.O *knocked out*
Kuwabara: Well, erm, I mean, I have nothing against relationships like that, if people wanna do that, then
thats their personal life, I-I mean, its not like Ive ever been in one or anything...heh heh...
BR-chan: Oh, are you sure about that, now? *looking skeptical*
Kuwabara: *breaks under tension of 3 pairs of eyes on him* IT WAS ALL URAMESHIS IDEA!!!
Yusuke: *snot bubble pops* Wha wha wha? Who said my name?
Kurama: *sweatdrops* Erm, Yusuke, Kuwabara was just um...telling us...
Hiei: He spilled the beans, lover boy.
Yusuke: What the hell are you guys talking about?
BR-chan: It seems you guys are pretty comfortable with the idea of yaoi relationships. *smirks
knowingly* I knew itd come out someday!
Kuwabara: No! Wait! Youve got it all wrong! *bottom lip quivers*
Yusuke: NANI?! You TOLD them? And while I was SLEEPING?
Hiei: Oh, this is rich...
BR-chan: Wow, I am SO glad I got this recorded! *grins and points to tiny tape recorder in the corner*
Kuwabara: NO!!! GIVE IT TO ME!!!
BR-chan: Puwahaha! Never! *grabs recorder and runs as Kuwabara chases her*
Yusuke: *stares ahead blankly* Kuwabara! that was our secret!
Kurama: O.O



4 - Take 4

BR-chan: *pants and holds up recorder triumphantly* Woo hoo! THAT was a nice workout! But we really
should get back to the interview! Its already morning, after all!
Kuwabara: Oww...*nurses large bruises*
BR-chan: Well, I do hope your bedroom accommodations were nice..oh, and Kuwabara, I didnt happen
to see what room you slept in..perhaps Yusukes?
Hiei: *snickers loudly*
Kurama: ...No comment.
Kuwabara: Why you...!
Yusuke: *grinds teeth* you better shut up, BR!
BR-chan: Ah, Yusuke, you seem like a good person for the next question! *eyes Yusukes annoyed face*
er, dont worry; itll be a decent question.
Yusuke: Better be.
BR-chan: Right, so, I always wondered, what did it feel like to be a ghost? Was it fun to fly?
Yusuke: Yea, bein a ghost was ok, cept that when you need someones attention, you had to go inside
their dreams, or take over their body! That part sucked.
BR-chan: I can imagine! *pauses for a moment, then suddenly looks awestruck*
Yusuke: What is it?
BR-chan: WOW! We actually got through one question without starting a fight! Im so touched...*dabs a
handkerchief at her eyes*
Kuwabara: *rolls eyes*
BR-chan: So, when you were a ghost, did you have to go to the bathroom or somethin?
Kuwabara: Hey, BR-chan, I just realized, everyone got asked questions to just them personally, but I
didnt!
BR-chan: Oh, you want a question about you?
Kuwabara: Well...yea.
BR-chan: Ok, everyone, on a scale of one to ten, how much do you hate Kuwabara?
Kuwabara: NANDA TO?!
Kurama: Umm...6.
Yusuke: A 10, after what he did to me at the Dark Tournament...*glares at Kuwabara* a 10. Erm...you
believe me, right? *sweatdrops*
BR-chan: *mutters* yea, right.
Hiei: 12.
Kuwabara: *shakes with fury* THAT WAS NOT WHAT I MEANT!!
(BR-chan: Whazza matter, Kuwa, Yusuke makin you horny?)
Kuwabara: (NO!!!!) I want a different question..that wasnt fair!
BR-chan: *sighs* fine, Kuwabara, if itll make you happy, Ill give you a couple questions.
Kuwabara: Er...ok.
BR-chan: Alright, how old are you?
Kuwabara: 16.
BR-chan: Whats your opinion on your sister Shizuru?
Kuwabara: Shes a good sis, but can be a pain sometimes!
BR-chan: Whens the last time you stuck something up Yusukes rectum?



Kuwabara: Just the other da--HEY!!!! I CANT BELIEVE YOU!
Kurama: Oh my goodness..
Hiei: Seems the spirit detective hid more from us than we thought...
Yusuke: *sits with mouth agape*
Kuwabara: *stares at BR-chan angrily and blushes uncontrollably*
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